BRING OUT THE BEST IN YOUR PEOPLE

We built 15Five to help companies scale while simultaneously staying close to their people and bringing out the best in them. Over 1,100 companies worldwide use the platform to allow employees to self-reflect on successes and challenges, stay focused on key objectives, and get regular feedback from managers who support them in reaching their potential.

**Align Around OKRs**
Keep everyone engaged and focused on the highest leverage activities that support your company-wide goals.

**Know Morale**
Know how your employees are feeling every week, so you can follow up and help them feel their best.

**Recognize Peers**
Give your employees a fun, easy way to show their appreciation for each other with High Fives.

**Get Continuous Feedback**
We make it easy to get feedback, whether you’re looking for it immediately, or you want to see trends over time.
TRANSFORM MANAGERS INTO COACHES

Do your managers have the tools and skills they need to drive higher engagement and performance? 15Five ensures that all managers check-in with their teams and ask the right questions at the right cadence. We curate dozens of insightful questions that can auto-rotate so the insights keep rolling in. Managers provide better coaching with proactive feedback right inside the tool.

FOR THE AGILE COMPANY

Today’s companies don’t have the luxury of time in the way that traditional companies did. Instead of “5-year plans” and “annual reviews,” now it’s common to think about weekly or even daily cycles.

15Five allows you to manage and coach as fast as you need to sprint. Its lightweight, intuitive framework allows you to hear the heartbeat of your organization in real-time. Here’s some of what you can look forward to:

1. **Easy onboarding.** Intuitive and simple to onboard, 15Five can be rolled out in days, not weeks or months.

2. **Less hassle.** No more managing spreadsheets and your inbox—all of your employee performance conversations and goals are in one place.

3. **Unvarnished visibility.** Feedback is weekly and can be viewed, sorted, responded to, and analyzed for trends.
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**FASTCOMPANY**  
“The 15 Most Important Minutes Of The Work Week”